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Books for Young People (IBBY) — a selection of the best original 
books for children and young people published within the last six-
teen months. This publication goes out not only to librarians and 
others in the information sector but, thanks to partner booksell-
ers, also mainly to parents, grandparents, teachers, and others 
who acknowledge that reading provides any child with a future 
advantage over passive recipients of entertainment, not to men-
tion the ability to see the world in its subtleties, which we associ-
ate with artistic texts and illustrations. Having emerged from the 
economic crisis, the book market appears to favour our efforts 
and everything suggests, at least statistically speaking, that the 
golden era during which Czech children’s literature basked in the 
sunshine may be returning. The number of original home-grown 
contributions in the area of prose, poetry and non-fiction, as well 
as in the diverse field of graphic approaches to books, includ-
ing comic books, is growing: of the 1 700 published titles dedi-
cated to children and young people — almost a tenth of the total 
annual production — over five hundred are original titles. In addi-
tion, these books reflect very positively on the creative ability and 
influence of those who, by engaging in a debate with the passing 
generations of authors, rejuvenate their work, while at the same 
time searching for an interpretation that can be easily accessed by 
today’s readers, many of whom are only slightly younger than the 
authors themselves.
 Jana Čeňková, Petr Matoušek
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INTRODUCTION

This year’s 700th anniversary of the birth of Charles IV, King of 
Bohemia and Holy Roman Emperor, which has been well repre-
sented in bookshops all around the country, revealed an impor-
tant aspect of the majesty of this highly regarded ‘Father of the 
Homeland’, highlighted in the most recent analysis. The fact that 
his legacy still lives on so many centuries later is a credit to the 
efforts of this insightful statesman, a knight of the spirit as well as 
the battlefield, a pious Christian and an expander of the empire 
himself. His initiative led to a great cultivation of the Lands of 
the Czech Crown, which Charles elevated from their lowly status 
to an important position in Europe. What inspires us the most is 
the knowledge that none of this would have been possible with-
out adequate publicity — regardless of the limited resources avail-
able to the monarch’s biographers, clerics and delegations. Many 
years have since passed but well-tried and tested methods remain. 
The aim of our catalogue, born in the era of an overload of tran-
sient information, is not dissimilar. It strives to highlight quality 
which does not fade with age, as well as to secure a desired posi-
tion for Czech literature for children and young people as per-
ceived by you, your children and the professional public abroad. 
Based on the experiences of our colleagues in Germany and France, 
we therefore bring you for the fourth time — under the banner of 
the Association of Czech Booksellers and Publishers and in co-op-
eration with the Czech Section of the International Board on 
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IVONA BŘEZINOVÁ

NAUSIKA, DÍVKA Z KNOSSU 
[NAUSIKAA, THE GIRL FROM KNOSSOS]

Illustrated by Nikkarin
Prague, Albatros 2015
248 pages + 8 unnumbered pages  
of attached illustrations
Age: 12+

Presumably inspired by the interest sparked by the fictional series 
Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins, Ivona Březinová decided to 
create a life-like depiction of the ordinary face of a civilisation 
which in the past tested those entering adulthood through simi-
larly harsh methods. And their world was not even on the brink of 
a disaster. The author skilfully weaves her story through the clas-
sical myths that take place on the island of Crete during the time 
of its Minoan glory, where the drama of her heroine, a girl called 
Nausikaa, unfolds as her mother Kalliope abandons her new-born 
daughter, claiming her death, to avoid having her taken away by 
the priestesses of a bloody bull cult dedicated to Poseidon, the 
god of the sea. This parable, posing the question of whether or 
not an individual’s free will could face the judgement of the gods 
in the arena of ancient Greek polytheism, stands out for its acces-
sible and yet sublime language. This ambitious fictional creation 
is further enhanced by Nikkarin’s illustrations, resembling Tarot 
cards or perhaps the subtle tones of Art Nouveau, depicting the 
life of a culture which may have been the elusive Atlantis.
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Ivona Březinová (1964) 
Graduated in Czech studies from PedF in Ústí nad Labem, where 
she became a lecturer. Between 2008 and 2011 Březinová led 
the department of creative writing (and the writers’ group Hlava 
nehlava) at the Josef Škvorecký Literary Academy. She has written 
over 60 books for children and young people, her creative scope 
ranging from original fairy-tales such as Žofinka ofinka [Little 
Sophie] (2006) or Natálčin andulák [Natalie’s Budgie] (2012) to 
the fantasy genre. She has received many awards from critics and 
readers alike for her books addressing social issues such as disad-
vantaged minorities (Začarovaná třída [Magic in the Classroom] 
2002; the Golden Ribbon and Magnesia Litera 2002 nomination, 
the 2004 IBBY Honour List), girls with anorexia nervosa (trilogy 
Holky na vodítku [Girls on a Leash] 2002–2003), terminal illness 
(Lentilka pro dědu Edu [A Smartie for Granddad Eda] 2006) or life 
with a physical handicap (Kluk a pes [The Boy and the Dog] 2010). 
Her books are also published in other Slavonic languages.

Nikkarin (1987)
For more information, see page 28.
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PAVEL ČECH

DOBRODRUŽSTVÍ RYCHLÉ VEVERKY 4 
[ADVENTURES OF THE FAST SQUIRREL 4]

Illustrated by the author
Havlíčkův Brod, Petrkov 2016
48 unnumbered pages + enclosed game
Age: 6+

Two new additions to the A4 format comic book series build on 
the previous publications, Velký závod [The Big Race] and Poklad 
[The Treasure], which is also apparent from the storytelling style 
chosen by the author. In the third volume, entitled Bludiště [The 
Maze], the acclaimed screenwriter and artist Pavel Čech offers 
mostly brain-teasers, riddles and other rebuses, while the storyline 
itself is simple. The purpose of all these clever games is to enter-
tain a boy who is feeling under the weather and to remind him that 
his dad was no less inquisitive when he was his age. In contrast, the 
fourth volume, entitled Přání [The Wish], has a much more col-
ourful narrative element and its main character embarks on many 
adventures, including an unexpected one which takes place in the 
driver’s cabin of a trolleybus. He finally encounters Ernestina Blue-
berry — where else than in the middle of wilderness — and the 
boy scouts’ box of last resort also plays an important part in this 
adventure. After all, it is freedom and sensitivity to the harmony of 
nature that the series about Indian Squirrel is based on.
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Pavel Čech (1968) 
Is a self-taught artist who has worked freelance since 2004. The 
success of his children’s story O čertovi [About an Imp] (2002) 
inspired him to create more than fifteen original books and 
comics for children and young people, including O zahradě 
[About a Garden] (2005), O klíči [About a Key] (2007), Tajem
ství ostrova za prkennou ohradou [The Island Behind a Wooden 
Fence] (2009) or the book cycle entitled Dědečkové [Grandpas] 
(2011; Muriel in the best drawing category). His poetic illustra-
tions appeared alongside Radek Malý’s poetry collections Listonoš 
vítr [Postman Wind] (2009) and Moře slané vody [A Saltwater 
Sea] (2014). His comic book entitled Velké dobrodružství Pepíka 
Střechy [Joey Roof’s Great Adventure], about enduring true 
friendship and boyhood imagination, received the 2013 Magne-
sia Litera Award in the category of books for children and young 
people. In Velká knižní záhada [The Great Book Mystery] (2014) 
he paid homage to the books from his own childhood. The first 
two parts of his comic book series Dobrodružství Rychlé Veverky 
[Adventures of the Fast Squirrel] (both 2013) received the Golden 
Ribbon award in the comic book category.
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RENÁTA FUČÍKOVÁ

PRAHA V SRDCI 
[PRAGUE IN THE HEART]

Illustrated by the author
Prague, Práh 2015
192 pages
Age: 10+

The artist, who is well known for her detailed studies of memo-
rable moments in Czech history, pays an original homage to her 
home city of Prague in the form of collages capturing “189 stories 
of the town and its people”. In numbered entries supplemented 
by flyleaf maps, chronicle records, comic strips, news items com-
menting on the most moving moments, merge together with 
anecdotes, messages from spiritual leaders and terrifying tales 
so typical for today’s genre of urban legends. The space-time of 
the “Mother of All Cities” viewed from a period spanning over 
two hundred years pulsates in Renáta Fučíková’s imagination like 
a living organism made up of stories. In contrast, the engraving 
technique used here is limited to grey tones and does not dwell 
on the chronological order of events. It is left to the reader to 
compose his or her own mosaic. He/she can either proceed ran-
domly or move in concentric circles from tribal medieval quar-
ters to villages gradually swallowed up by the greater Prague area. 
Along the way, the tragic meets the humorous, truth gets mixed 
in with legends and the documented blends in with the collective 
memory, which celebrates the genius loci of this city, constantly 
moulded by the various emotions of those who call it home.
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Renáta Fučíková (1964) 
Graduated from VŠUP in Prague and works as a book illustrator. 
Amongst the books she artistically accompanied are, for example, 
Andersen’s Pohádky [Fairy Tales] (1995) or the anthology Staré 
pověsti české a moravské [Old Czech and Moravian Legends] 
(2005) and Příběhy českých knížat a králů [The Lives of Czech 
Dukes and Kings] (2007) by Alena Ježková, with whom she also 
produced the portrait Karel IV. [Charles IV] (Golden Ribbon 2005, 
own version of the same material 2016). She also summarised 
the legacy of the “greatest Czechs” in the ensuing original books 
Tomáš Garrigue Masaryk (2006), Jan Amos Komenský (2008) and 
Antonín Dvořák (2012), and she continues to systematically focus 
on exceptional eras in Czech politics and culture (e. g., Ludmila, 
Václav a Boleslav [Ludmila, Wenceslas and Boleslav] 2013; Hus 
a Chelčický [Hus and Chelcicky] 2014). She was entered on the 
IBBY Honour List for her artistic accompaniment to Vyprávění ze 
Starého zákona [Stories from the Old Testament] (1998, 1st prize 
at the illustration Biennial in Tehran 1999). Her masterpiece, an 
encyclopaedia entitled Historie Evropy — Obrazové putování [The 
History of Europe in Pictures] (2011, with Daniela Krolupperová), 
received the Golden Ribbon award in 2012.
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JIŘÍ KAHOUN

JEŽIBABA NA KOLOBĚŽCE 
[THE WITCH ON THE SCOOTER]

Illustrated by Lucie Dvořáková
Prague, Knižní klub 2015
80 pages
Age: 6+

Deep in the Koda woods, near the legendary Tetín, in a place ideal 
for home-grown fairy-tale antics, there is a remote cottage with 
a pond. Amongst its inhabitants are bugaboos, a water sprite and 
other non-bloodthirsty spooks. They take rank with Josef Lada’s 
illustrated characters, not only because the witch Applechops and 
her magician apprentice bugaboo Goof constantly have to deal 
with set-ups orchestrated by the water sprite Splasharound. The 
neighbourly squabbles are to blame for the increased numbers 
of various nasty creatures which need to be gotten under control. 
The series of tales of bedtime story length subscribes to the belief 
that all mischief will soon be put right, as it always is in the stories 
by Václav Čtvrtek. In addition, the bickering of the excited charac-
ters has a pleasantly expressive tone in places where Jiří Kahoun 
employs it to show children and parents that their mother tongue 
is of great use also in situations when we need to sound convinc-
ingly scary — in common-use Czech peppered with Germanisms.
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Jiří Kahoun (1942)
Originally a craft smith and stonemason by profession, ranks 
among the most experienced authors for the youngest school-
children, who know him among others also from the Sluníčko 
magazine. He captured readers’ attention with his debut Pís
kací kornoutek [The Whistling Cone] (1984, adapted for film). 
Kahoun’s works served as basis for the making of the TV series 
Příhody včelích medvídků [The Bee Bear Tales], Včelí medvídci od 
jara do zimy [Bee Bears from Spring till Winter], Jak se mají včelí 
medvídci? [How Are the Bee Bears?] (published in book form in 
1992, 2005 and 2009; illustrations and puppets by Ivo Houf) or 
Toronto Tom, kocour z Ameriky [Toronto Tom, the Cat from Amer-
ica] (in book form in 1993, illustrated by Jitka Walterová). His later 
work speaks of his enchantment with transport (O mašinkách 
[Trains] 2007; O létajících strojích [Flying Machines] 2013), and we 
also see a return to the trusted old stories (Co se zdá medvědům 
[What Do Bears Dream About] 2015). In 2013 Kahoun received 
the Golden Ribbon for his lifelong contribution in the field of lit-
erature for children and young people.

Lucie Dvořáková (1959)
Graduated from the film and television graphic studios at VŠUP 
and is one of our leading illustrators. She has received two 
Golden Ribbon awards and added her dream-like creations to 
the works of, e. g., Eduard Petiška, Jiří Žáček and more recently 
also Miloš Kratochvíl and Petr Stančík. She is also active in the 
field of animation (Vážně nevážně [Seriously Unserious], Slepice 
[The Hen]) and in the production of children’s TV programs (the 
fairy tale land of Fanfárie on Czech TV’s children’s channel). She 
received an honourable commendation at the 2013 Namibook 
Island Illustration Concours for her Středověké pohádky [The 
Tales of the Middle Ages].
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FRANTIŠEK KALENDA

PES, KOCOUR A SIROTEK 
[THE DOG, THE CAT AND THE ORPHAN]

Illustrated by Renáta Fučíková
Prague, Meander and Vyšehrad 2016
168 pages
Age: 10+

In twelfth century Moravia, stable boy Martin, an 
orphan from a Johannine community, is on the run because for 
a reason unknown to him he is being hunted by two cut-throats 
from the Levant. He is accompanied by the runaway daughter of an 
infamous squire and by a wandering knight whose scars and band-
aged arm do not disclose even half of his past deeds. This disparate 
group whose travels take them “almost to the edge of the world”, 
as suggested by the subtitle of this book, written by a talented fic-
tion author, witness a public execution in Olomouc, a vampiristic 
intermezzo in the White Carpathians and they sail on the Danube 
all the way to Constantinople, the centre of the Byzantine Empire, 
toward which the hope of Christianity is directed. This is also 
where the reason for the chase becomes clear, which includes ele-
ments of fantasy, twists and turns and examples of the thinking of 
the time. The Middle Ages were not dark — that is merely our per-
ception of them. Despite the lack of food and a tender touch, the 
young people of the time also longed to discover who they were 
and to find their place in the world, while sometimes trusting their 
preconceptions and at other times the love of others. The narrator 
of their quest is none other than Martin’s dog, who is able to speak 
to the boy in human language, which not only furthers the plot but 
also the readers’ enjoyment.

Meander Vyšehrad
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František Kalenda (1990)
Graduated in anthropology from FHS UK, where he continues in 
his postgraduate studies. His extensive knowledge of languages 
and numerous internships abroad inspired his editorials about the 
events in Latin America in the online Deník Referendum. His liter-
ary undertakings are set in the peak period of the Middle Ages and 
focus on the mentality of the so perceived “Dark Ages”. His debut 
novel, Despota [The Tyrant] (2011), tells the story of machina-
tions in the 14th century Byzantine Empire. He was nominated for 
the Jiří Orten award with his historical thriller Ordál [The Ordeal] 
(2012), which takes place during the time of the Tatar invasions of 
Eastern Europe. The first volume of his trilogy set in Prague in the 
year 1349 during the life of Charles IV is entitled Vraždy ve znamení 
hvězdy [Murders in the Sign of the Star] (2016). This is his first con-
tribution to children’s literature.

Renáta Fučíková (1964)
For more information, see page 13.
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VARIOUS AUTHORS

JINDE 
[SOMEWHERE ELSE]

Illustrated by Jakub Plachý
Prague, Meta and Baobab 2016
140 pages
Age: 12+

It would be a great pity if this title did not make its way to the 
wider public. Credit for its first publication goes to the Associa-
tion for Opportunities of Young Migrants, Meta (as part of the 
project No discrimination at school!) and now it is published in 
a co-edition with the publishing house Baobab. A collection of 
short stories written by seven Czech authors with their own per-
sonal experiences of migration and emigration embodies not 
only a creative undertaking but also a platform for discussion 
on a pressing social theme. The prose included here stretches 
as far back as the Second World War — the text entitled Bez 
domova [Homeless] by Chaim Cigan captures its readers’ atten-
tion by an unusual holocaust story. Jan Čumlivski depicts the life 
of Czech ‘gastarbeiters’ in Berlin while Magdaléna Platzová chose 
to tell a story of a secularized Syrian family resident in France. 
The desire of a small handicapped Bolivian immigrant to Argen-
tina to make a “superburger” is described by Markéta Pilátová. 
The diversity of the topics is also reflected in the art work, which 
alongside accompanying illustrations includes eight concluding 
pictorial variations on the short stories created by Jakub Plachý.

Meta   BaobabMeta   Baobab
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Various authors
Including: Chaim Cigan (given name Karol Sidon, 1942),  
Olga Černá (1964), Jan Čumlivski (1978), Edgar Dutka 
(1941), Markéta Pilátová (1973) — for more details, go to  
page 34, Magdaléna Platzová (1972), Marek Šindelka (1984).

Jakub Plachý (1989)
Is currently studying at Juraj Horváth’s illustration and graphic art 
studio at the Prague VŠUP. He creates comic books (e. g., for the 
Discover magazine) and is involved in book and poster graphic 
work. He is also a co-organiser of the art festival Otevřená ulice 
in Horní Maršov and together with Magda Rútová founded the 
group Bad Portraits, which creates street portraits of their fellow 
citizens. Plachý’s debut was an original book about humanity’s 
take on the issue of urination (Velká kniha čůrání [The Big Book  
of Urination] 2013).
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VRATISLAV MAŇÁK

O NEBESÁŘI 
[THE SKYDWELLER]

Illustrated by Jan Hísek
Dalovice u Karlových Varů, ART 2016 Publishers
36 pages
Age: 9+

Vratislav Maňák’s original fairy tale exudes a rich Andersenian 
imagination, while remaining an autonomous account of the 
search for a light which has the power to ignite life and goodness 
in people. A mountain valley is flooded with murky waters which 
extinguish this life-giving light, among other places also in the 
house where little Clara lives with her sick mother. The girl with 
the symbolic name embarks on a long journey in search of the 
Skydweller, who could give her the warming flame which would 
save her mother. But the understanding guardian of the sky will 
not surrender this treasure easily. She has to answer his three 
stellar questions. This talented author offers to a wide range of 
reader age groups a lyrical parable of love, courage and intriguing 
mystique, hidden between the sky and the earth, reflected in the 
dreamy mezzotints by Jan Hísek.
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Vratislav Maňák (1988)
Graduated in journalism and media studies from FSV UK, where 
he currently lectures. He also works for Czech Television. His 
short story debut, Šaty z igelitu [The Plastic Dress], won the Jiří 
Orten award in 2012. He also writes for children: in 2014 he pub-
lished the fairy tale Muž z hodin aneb Proč se na podzim mění čas 
[The Man from the Clock or Why Do Clocks Go Back in Autumn] 
(2014, Magnesia Litera nomination). The material from one of 
his bedtime stories created for the Czech Radio series Hajaja was 
used as the basis for a comical travel log piece Expedice z pohled
nice [Expedition from a Postcard] (2016).

Jan Hísek (1965)
A prominent painter and graphic artist of his generation, studied 
at VŠUP in Milan Hegar’s and Jan Solpera’s studio. His work cen-
tres mainly on the mezzotint technique, which he also used to 
illustrate Viola Fisherová’s book of fairy tales Co vyprávěla Dlouhá 
chvíle [The Tales of a Tedium] (2005, 2016). He has employed 
a variety of similarly subtle graphic techniques to accompany 
dozens of titles, such as Tolkien’s fairy-tale Kovář z Velké Lesné 
[Smith of Wooton Major] (1995), an anthology of Icelandic leg-
ends Mrtvému nože netřeba [The Dead Do Not Need Knives] 
(2008) in Jón Árnason’s arrangement, a selection from the works 
by Vítězslav Nezval Moře láska má [The Sea, My Love] (2010) and 
Oscar Wilde’s fairy-tale Šťastný princ [The Happy Prince] (2014). 
He is also a much sought after creator of bibliophile prints.
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NIKKARIN

130: ČAS HVĚZDOPLAVCŮ 
[THE ASTRAL VOYAGERS]

Illustrated by Nikkarin
Prague, Labyrint 2015
112 pages
Age: 12+

The third volume of the intended tetralogy 130 by scriptwriter 
and illustrator Nikkarin comes a “long” five years after the second 
volume, Hodní, zlí a oškliví [The Good, Bad and Ugly Crowd], as 
fans of the series often complain. The introduction, which once 
more takes the form of film credits, familiarises the reader with 
the protagonists, after which Nikkarin induces a three-part 
plunge into a post-apocalyptic space, and throws in three comic 
strips about an animal called Kňoch and a nine-page picture gal-
lery. Antonie and Crusader meet with Bo, who has just returned 
from a chronoarea, where time passes outside all the known con-
ventions, and together they fight Lupus’s band of villains who, 
however, have gained strengths both through mutation and fur-
ther ruthlessness. This black-and-white comic, oscillating between 
sci-fi and fantasy, was not born out of thin air but is a spirited 
reaction to various impulses of the medium, to advances in film 
production and computer games, and playfully incorporates quo-
tations from the cult movie series Star Wars.
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Nikkarin (1987)
Real name Michal Menšík, is a self-taught artist. He draws and 
writes his original comic books and has recently emerged as 
a much sought-after illustrator of books and magazines for young 
people. He is a regular contributor to the quarterly publica-
tion Raketa. He illustrated Alena Ježková’s novel Dračí polévka 
[Dragon Soup] (2011), the short-story anthology Závrať [Vertigo] 
(2013) and the travel journal 3 333 km k Jakubovi [3‚333 Km Till 
James] by Petra Braunová (2014). He is also featured in the com-
ic-book album Ještě jsme ve válce [Still at War] (2011), describing 
authentic fates of Nazi and communist regime victims in former 
Czechoslovakia. The latest in his comic book series was preceded 
by the albums 130: Odysea [130: Odyssey] (2009) and 130: Hodní, 
zlí a oškliví [130: The Good, Bad and Ugly Crowd] (2010).
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JAN NOVÁK — JAROMÍR 99

ZÁTOPEK… KDYŽ NEMŮŽEŠ, TAK PŘIDEJ! 
[ZÁTOPEK…IF YOU CAN‘T RUN ANYMORE, 
RUN FASTER!]

Illustrated by Jaromír 99
Prague, Argo and Paseka 2016
200 unnumbered pages
Age: 12+

This original comic book dedicated to the memory of our long-dis-
tance running legend Emil Zátopek (1922–2000), the four-time 
Olympic gold medal winner, holder of numerous records and the 
title of the Greatest Athlete of the 20th Century, was published 
under the auspices of the Czech Olympic Committee. The career 
of the sportsman, who lived, trained and won in the era of increas-
ing communist totalitarianism, is captured in the libretto by 
a renowned writer born in the glory years of this “Czech Locomo-
tive” from Kopřivnice, who also experienced the despotism of the 
regime in his younger years. The co-authors thus also highlight the 
runner’s moral profile and his protests against the persecution of 
his long-time friend Stanislav Jungwirth. The graphic novel culmi-
nates with Zátopek’s victory in the marathon in Helsinki — when he 
ran it for the first time in his life — and offers glimpses of the social 
reality of 1952 Czechoslovakia. The competitive nature of the envi-
ronment is expressed by the combination of cool blue and brick red 
used on the athletic ovals, chosen by the colourist Filip Raif.

Argo   Paseka
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Jan Novák (1953) 
Emigrated together with his parents at the age of sixteen via Aus-
tria to the US, where he studied at the University of Chicago. 
He made his name as a prose writer (mostly writing in English), 
translator and film scriptwriter. He continues to regularly visit his 
old home country. His debut collection of short stories, entitled 
Striptease Chicago (1982), deals with the rarely idyllic life stories 
of emigrants, which also feature in his prose Milionový jeep [The 
Willys Dream Kit] (1989, both published in Czech in 1992). His 
novel describing the lives of the Mašín brothers, Zatím dobrý [So 
Far So Good] (2004 and 2011), was awarded the Magnesia Litera 
book of the year for 2005. His novel Děda [Grandpa] received 
the Josef Škvorecký award in 2007. He also published an uncon-
ventional biography of the director Miloš Forman, with whom he 
works, entitled Co já vím [What Do I Know] (2013).

Jaromír 99 (1963)
Given name Jaromír Švejdík, is an artist and member of the music 
bands Priessnitz and Umakart. He became known for his comic 
book trilogy Alois Nebel (2003), based on a libretto by Jaroslav 
Rudiš. He was also involved in its film adaptation (2011), which 
uses the rotoscope animation technique. He was awarded the 
Muriel prize for his original comic book Bomber (2007). In 2013 
he was commissioned by a British client to create a graphic novel 
based on Franz Kafka’s Zámek [The Castle].
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MARKÉTA PILÁTOVÁ

KIKO A TULIPÁN [KIKO AND THE TULIP]

Illustrated by Daniel Michalík
Prague, Meander 2016
72 pages
Age: 8+

In this sequel to her fairy-tale story about a Japanese girl called 
Kiko, Markéta Pilátová brings her heroine to the castle in Velké 
Losiny near Šumperk, which Pilátová became familiar with 
as a child. While her dad, “a book doctor” and restorer, fully 
immerses himself in the next mysterious book, the lonely little 
girl who left her friends behind in Kroměříž finds refuge in the 
castle garden, where she plays and fantasises. During her evening 
walks around the garden she befriends gnomes which come to 
life and her curiosity leads her to the noble Archivist. Origami, 
the art of paper folding — especially its masterpiece creation, 
kudusama flower ball, which Kiko is an expert in — comes to play 
an important part in the encounter with the Lord of Inanimate 
Things, who spreads evil around and who, in the distant past, 
swallowed up the wisdom and healing power of herbs complete 
with the herb-women.
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Markéta Pilátová (1973) 
Studied Romance studies and history at UP Olomouc and cur-
rently works as a publicist, Spanish translator and as a Czech 
teacher for descendants of Czech emigrants in Brazil and in 
Argentina. Her debut novel, Žluté oči vedou domů [The Yellow 
Eyes Will Lead You Home] (2007), was nominated for Magnesia 
Litera, as was her prose Má nejmilejší kniha [My Most Beloved 
Book] (2009). In children’s literature she made her mark with the 
fairy tale Kiko a tajemství papírového motýla [Kiko and the Secret 
of a Paper Butterfly] (Magnesia Litera nomination in 2010). Her 
books Víla Vivivíla a stíny zvířat [Víla Vivivíla and the Animal Shad-
ows] (2009), Víla Vivivíla a piráti jižního moře [Víla Vivivíla and 
the Pirates of the South] (2010) and Jura a lama [Jura and Lama] 
(2012) are aimed at the youngest readers. Together with Marek 
Ždánský, a zoo keeper at Prague Zoo, Pilátová wrote the story of 
a female gorilla, Moja (Gorilí táta [The Gorilla’s Dad] 2013).

Daniel Michalík (1974) 
Graduated from the technical college in Železný Brod and the 
film and television graphics studio at VŠUP under the direction 
of Jiří Barta. He first became involved in glassmaking and exhib-
ited his creations also in Japan. At present, he devotes his time 
to graphic design, free-form art and digital illustrations. He also 
became known for his accompaniment to Markéta Pilátová’s  
book Kiko a tajemství papírového motýla [Kiko and the Secret  
of a Paper Butterfly] (2010) and to Radek Malý’s humorous guide 
Poetický slovníček dětem v příkladech [The Poetic Guide for Chil-
dren] (2012).
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MILADA REZKOVÁ —  
LUKÁŠ URBÁNEK

DOKTOR RACEK — CESTA KOLEM SVĚTA ZA 31 PÍSMEN 
[DR. GULL: JOURNEY AROUND THE WORLD  
IN 31 LETTERS]

Illustrated by Lukáš Urbánek
Prague, Labyrint/Raketa 2016
172 unnumbered pages
Age: 5+

Doctor Gull is no brat. First he collected the annual Golden 
Ribbon on his motorbike, then he picked up another on the slopes 
of Dadaist poetry, and now he is instructing us from his rocket 
ship to find the letters of the alphabet spread over all the conti-
nents. He does it “from A to Z/then scoot right back.” The journey 
around the globe brings us not only to Queensland and Yukon but 
also to Xunderwitcham (who would have thought!), WC (everyone 
has to go there at some point) and Tibet, because the hero values 
freedom. In the spirit of Šrut’s playful nonsense style, the poet-
ess Milada Rezková takes Dr. Gull to places where dried up sayings 
produce something fittingly witty, while Lukáš Urbánek fills the 
lined paper of school copies with collages that could have come 
from the scissors of the youngest readers themselves. This liter-
ary palavering in the rhythm of punk is supplemented by recipes, 
comic strips, riddles and an A–Z dictionary of interjections.
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Milada Rezková (1979)
Worked as a producer in Gallery Rudolfinum and qualified in the 
field of linguistics and literary culture at PedF University Hradec 
Králové. In co-operation with artist Lukáš Urbánek she cre-
ated the picture books Doktor Racek jede na prázdniny [Dr. Gull 
on Holiday] (2008) and Doktor Racek na horách [Dr. Gull in the 
Mountains] (2009). Together they also contribute to the mag-
azine Raketa. In the book entitled Babočky [Vanessas] (2010) 
they gently steer attention to the irreplaceable bond that exists 
between seniors and the youngest generation. Their adventure 
collage Hurá na kajak! [Kayak Hooray!] (2013, Golden Ribbon 
for artistic achievement of the year) playfully celebrates a major 
figure of Czech photography, Ladislav Sitenský.

Lukáš Urbánek (1973)
Graduated in film and TV graphic art from VŠUP. He focuses on 
film animation, regularly collaborates on comic-book workshops 
and the “baby-punk” project Kašpárek v rohlíku. Besides long-
term collaboration with the poetess Milada Rezková for which 
he received three Golden Ribbons, his illustrations also appeared 
in the collection of Japanese kaidans Strašidelný chrám v horách 
[The Haunted Mountain Temple] (2009) and the humorous 
prose by Rudolf Král, Ema a pusinkový lupič [Emma and the Thief 
of Kisses] (2015). His comic book Adamův deník [Adam’s Diary] 
became the Most Beautiful Czech Book of 2007.
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TAŤÁNA RUBÁŠOVÁ —  
JINDŘICH JANÍČEK

WILLIAM & MERIWETHER — PODIVUHODNÁ 
ROBOTÍ EXPEDICE [WILLIAM & MERIWETHER:  
AN EXTRAORDINARY ROBOT EXPEDITION]

Illustrated by Jindřich Janíček
Prague, Labyrint and Take Take Take 2016
96 pages
Age: 12+

This epic diary of the mission of two highly intelligent machines 
to a post-apocalyptic Earth deals with the same subject matter 
we know from Pierre Boulle or Cormac McCarthy’s dystopias. The 
robots’ first names, William and Meriwether — as well as their 
chic hats — bear a resemblance to the prospectors of the Ameri-
can Wild West, William Clark and Meriwether Lewis, as they search 
for a new living space for our flourishing kind. What the two metal 
explorers discover in the wilderness, however, are only “un-cor-
roded” curiosities from the human era: a hockey puck, silkworm, 
headphones… Regardless of where they are — by the river, in mine 
shafts or in a state-of-the-art temple of civilisation — the two of 
them constantly nudge each other, which gives them a distinctly 
human quality, although in their search they continuously come 
across mountains of material, which their highly efficient software 
struggles to analyse. This is a comedy full of misunderstanding and 
malice, edging towards tragedy: if planet Earth were no longer suit-
able for the old and there were no sensible youths to be found on 
it in the near future, all that remains is unfounded robot optimism.

Labyrint Take Take TakeLabyrint Take Take Take
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Taťána Rubášová (1988)
Studies screenwriting and script editing at FAMU. She works as 
an editor at Czech Television and writes texts for the sci-fi comic 
Přicházíme v míru ve jménu lidstva [We Come in Peace on Behalf of 
the Human Race] (2015, with J. Janíček). Her short film Na Knížecí 
[At Knížecí] (2014) won in the My Street Films project, which runs 
in cooperation with the London documentary film festival; her 
remake of Americká krása [American Beauty] (2014) won the first 
prize in the Done in 60 Seconds competition.

Jindřich Janíček (1990)
Graduated in the field of animation from Tomáš Baťa University 
in Zlín and currently studies at the illustration studio at VŠUP. 
He works as a book and magazine illustrator as well as creat-
ing screen-print posters and designs. His illustrations can also be 
found in the collection of diary entries by his grandfather-legion-
naire entitled K večeru spustil se déšť [The Rain Came Before the 
Evening] (2016) and in a holiday travelogue, Annie a berlepsové 
[Annie and The Supdogs] (2014) by Vendula Borůvková. Together 
with graphic artist Nikola Klímová they run an art studio and 
a publishing house, Take Take Take.
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DANIEL RUŠAR

VLK A TMA 
[THE WOLF AND THE DARK]

Illustrated by Lea Točeková
Prague, Paseka 2016
32 pages
Age: 4+

There is indeed “safety in numbers” when it comes to wolves and 
the dark. That is perhaps why there will always be books about 
fear of the dark written for pre-schoolers, although this one is 
slightly different. It is not every day that the story of a faint-
hearted young wolf is told by an old grey-haired wolf and the lis-
teners are two wolf pups. They will not set foot in the forest but 
they are all ears when it comes to the stories of the “scaredy-cat’s” 
ventures into dark corners, his first hunt and other encounters 
along the way. Illustrator Lea Točeková expressively alternates 
day and night scenes in their basic colours and makes clever use 
of detail to create the appropriate atmosphere: the wolf pups 
holding binoculars, using a magnifying glass to look at insects, or 
an owl sitting on their noses while they sleep.
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Daniel Rušar (1975)
Graduated in English from Pardubice University. He works as 
a personal development tutor in Bratislava. Vlk a Tma [The Wolf 
and The Dark] is his first children’s book. He also published 
a book of short stories entitled Frisbee (2006). His novella Jaro 
kriplů [Spring of the Crippled] (2011), dealing with the willpower 
of physically handicapped teenagers, received the annual Most 
Beautiful Book for children and young people award. In Rušar’s 
latest book, Kamzíkův velký skok [Izard’s Big Leap] (2016, illus-
trated by Ľuboslav Paľo), the main character has to come to 
terms with the death of a loved one.

Lea Točeková (1979)
Graduated in the field of graphic design from VŠVU Bratislava 
and in book design in Trier, Germany. Her work was exhibited in 
Wittenburg; she lives in Berlin. She devotes her time to painting, 
screen-printing and illustrations, in which she uses unorthodox 
techniques. Her illustrations can be found in children’s books by 
Slovak author Braňo Jobus Plajko (2015).
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KATEŘINA SCHWABIKOVÁ

KAREL IV. V KOUZELNÉM KUKÁTKU 
[CHARLES IV THROUGH THE MAGIC SPYGLASS]

Illustrated by Barbora Botková
Prague, Slovart 2016
48 pages
Age: 10+

Jester Wenceslas’ spyglass is yet another magical contraption, 
which the advocate of the school of historical education, Annales, 
brings to children so they can zoom in on everyday life — in this 
case that of the top representative of the Czech royal elite in 
the Middle Ages. The double spreads of this art-educational pro-
file of the life of the Holy Roman Emperor and King of Bohemia, 
Charles IV, use the spyglass “magnification” to take us back seven 
hundred years and show us what it meant to be the unwanted 
son of an unloving father, who goes on to become a knight, an 
adventurer and a devout Christian, who buried several of his 
wives and offspring. This picture is therefore far from rosy: as rul-
er-cultivator Charles comes to life also as a marriage diplomat, 
who embraces an ancient version of public relations. Kateřina 
Schwabiková’s creative approach to “learning through play”, 
which offers children who are interested in history bold modern 
techniques unburdened by obsolete didactic approaches, has 
matured into wine more exquisite than that brought to the king 
by his trusty companions.
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Kateřina Schwabiková (1978)
Graduated in history-elementary humanities from PedF UK. She 
works at the Charles University Institute of History and Archives 
and the focus of her historical research lies in the period of the 
Hussite revolution and some aspects of early modern education. 
She also translates popular-science literature from German using 
her maiden name Anděrová. She made her contribution to liter-
ature for young people in the field of art-based education with 
two volumes of the Cesta dětí do staletí [Kids in the Past] series 
with the subheadings Jak Běla a Kuba poznávali naši historii [How 
Bianca and Jamie Learned about Our History] (2013) and Jak 
Běla a Kuba putovali za našimi panovníky [How Bianca and Jamie 
Learned about Our Monarchs] (2015).

Barbora Botková (1983)
Studied French and art education at Palacký University in Olo-
mouc. Besides her responsibilities as a secondary-school teacher 
she also makes free-form art, graphic designs and illustrations 
for books and comic books. Her other collaborations besides 
Kateřina Schwabiková include the homeland study book series by 
Petra Braunová; her pictures also appeared in the poet Jiří Žáček’s 
comic book Šípková Růženka [The Sleeping Beauty] (2011).
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PETR STANČÍK

JEZEVEC CHRUJDA NAŠEL VELKOU LÁSEČKU 
[CHRUJDA THE BADGER FOUND HIS GREAT LOVE]

Illustrated by Lucie Dvořáková
Prague, Meander 2016
24 unnumbered pages
Age: 5+

The creative growth of the former head of Czech pataphysicists, 
which — apart from the calming effects of middle age — can also 
be attributed to fatherly emotions, can be detected from his 
artistic expression. However, the latest books by Petr Stančík are 
still rich in brilliant language-based comedy, which is not easy 
to find among his fellow writers. For the third time we encoun-
ter the main protagonist, the distinctive badger warrior from the 
Habřinec forest: the silent and yet industrious Chrujda, who does 
not hesitate to leave his barrow in order to defend the common 
good or his own sacred rights to animal happiness. When he takes 
on his rival, the elegant fitch Stinklord, who is equally as deter-
mined to win the heart of weasel Annie, a lot is revealed during 
a trip to a cave, where in the darkness which surrounds the cheer-
less river Splashy, lurk packs of bloodthirsty suckers. Luckily, the 
badger knows how to chase away his fear as well as his love rival, 
so he will be leaving his stink behind no longer.
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Petr Stančík (1968)
Poet, prose writer and essayist of surrealist conviction. Until 
2006 he inhabited the literary world under the pseudonym 
Odillo Stradický of Strdice. He studied at PedF UK and DAMU and 
worked as a teacher, TV director, lyricist, and consultant. He also 
compiled an anthology of Czech poetry entitled Ryby katedrál 
[Cathedral Fish] (2001). His novel Pérák [The Spring Man] (2008) 
is a hyperbole commentary on the fate of a mythical Prague 
superman from the protectorate era. His humorous detective 
story Mlýn na mumie [Mummy Mill] (2014), set in Prague during 
the Austro-Prussian War, received the 2015 Magnesia Litera for 
best prose. To the youngest readers Stančík dedicated previous 
collection of stories from the Habřinec forest (Jezevec Chrujda 
točí film [Chrujda the Badger Shoots a Film] 2014; Jezevec Chrujda 
staví nejdřív urychlovač a pak zase pomalič [Chrujda the Badger 
Builds an Accelerator First and a Decelerator Second] 2015) 
and an interactive vegetable thriller, Mrkev ho vcucla pod zem 
[A Carrot Sucked Him Under Ground] (2013).

Lucie Dvořáková (1959)
For more information, see page 16.
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PETR HUGO ŠLIK

TAJEMSTVÍ JESKYNĚ POKLADŮ 
[THE SECRET OF THE TREASURE CAVE]

Illustrated by Petr Morkes
Prague, Albatros 2015
152 pages
Age: 10+

Elementary, dear Sherlocks! A message tapped out on the pages of 
a Jules Verne library book turns into an invitation to a wonderful 
adventure for children, so reluctant to give up their mobile phones 
and tablets. Two boys, Vojta and Jindra, whose characters and 
interests perfectly complement each other, embark on a journey 
which involves solving a several-decades-old mystery, and with the 
help of a cunning cousin they are keen to succeed. Clues lead them 
to the sewer, they cross paths with a fishwife, they have to escape 
their stalker and the history of their home town, where it may 
be necessary to find out to what extent the cruel events of 1953 
influenced the lives of their counterparts at the time. Šlik’s chase 
after gold that does not always shine would benefit from a little 
less linguistic rigidity. Although it is only fair to acknowledge that 
the author accelerates tension with the skills of a rally driver and 
pounds self-involved, apathetic adults who are all, bar two or three 
exceptions, in dire need of a psychologist.
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Petr Hugo Šlik (1976)
Studied geodesy at ČVUT and worked as a land-surveyor. He is 
also known as a musician and artist. He captured the attention of 
adult readers with his crime dramas from the period of the newly 
founded Czechoslovak Republic, Stín černého motýla [The Black 
Butterfly’s Shadow] (2008) and Strach pod Karpaty [Fear in the 
Carpathians] (2011). In his prose Den, kdy se potkali [The Day They 
Met] (2014) and Tržiště [The Market Square], Šlik tests the subtlety 
of contemporary fiction. His passion for the Vršovice football club 
led him to writing a reportage about their famous Australian tour-
ney, 14 míčů pro Bohemians] 14 Balls for the Bohemians] (2011). This 
is his first attempt to reach out to young readers.

Petr Morkes (1973)
Graduated from the architecture department at ČVUT and in 
animation from FAMU, and is one of the most sought-after art-
ists. In cooperation with Pavla and Tomáš Etrych he published 
three crime series with the main protagonist dachshund inspec-
tor Vrťapka (2007), which were originally published in children’s 
magazines. He also created his own series for the monthly maga-
zine Sunny speaks English. The decidedly parodic pictures by this 
SUK award winner also accompany, among others, stories by Jiří 
Kahoun, O létajících strojích [Flying Machines] (2013), and Ilona 
Fišerová’s adventure prose Na orlích křídlech [On Eagles’ Wings] 
(2014), and they can also be found in textbooks and popular sci-
ence books (Kniha čísel [The Number Book], Kapitánem svého 
počítače [Be The Captain of Your Own Computer]).
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JANA ŠRÁMKOVÁ

KUBA TUBA TATUBAHN

Illustrated by Filip Pošivač
Prague, Běžíliška 2015
48 pages
Age: 6+

Little Jakub’s musical talent is so self-evident that some sus-
pect he came into the world already holding his tuba, although 
he would like to be able to do other things apart from spend-
ing all his time at music school, blowing like a brass troubadour. 
To make matters worse, some of his classmates see him for his 
thunderous instrument as a ‘clunkhead’ who wants to be differ-
ent from others. When he hides from them in the Prague under-
ground, Jana Šrámková’s terse text, which accompanies this 
Golden Ribbon winner for illustrations, provides him with numer-
ous magical adventures. Kuba’s time spent in the Undermetro 
world, deep under the platforms, where pushy Mr. Tatubahn 
rules, will delight young fans of the Prague public transport colos-
sus, as Dada of the same magnitude as Kuba’s talent unfolds. All 
that is left for Jakub to do is find his way back to the instrument, 
which is such an important part of the boy himself that without it 
he can never be whole again.
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Jana Šrámková (1982)
Studied at the Evangelical Theology Seminar and graduated from 
the Literary Academy in creative writing and editing. She writes 
for the magazines Respekt, A2 and for Czech Radio. Her prosaic 
debut, Hruškadóttir [Peardóttir] (2008, Jiří Orten Award in 2009), 
enjoyed considerable acclaim. In 2010 she published the children’s 
book Putování žabáka Filemona [Travels of Philemon the Frog]. 
She also created the little books of fairy tales O panáčkovi [The 
Little Man], Kolala petřínská [The Petřín Hill Kolala] (both 2014) 
and Lední medvědi odcházejí za štěstím [The Polar Bears’ Search 
for Happiness] (2016) for the Mikroliška series. A poetic encoun-
ter between the youngest and oldest generation is the topic of her 
book entitled Zuza v zahradách [Susie in the Gardens] (2015).

Filip Pošivač (1986)
Graduated from the studio of film and television graphic art at 
VŠUP. He is involved in book and magazine illustration (periodical 
HraNa) and in animated films (Až po uši v mechu [Deep in Moss], 
O Josefce a Bertíkovi [Josefa and Bertie], Nový druh [The New 
Kind] and more). His love of nature shines through not only in his 
artistic conception of the collection of Taiwanese myths Pomsta 
hadů [Revenge of the Snakes] (2010), but also in the illustra-
tions with which he accompanied the anthology by Petr Borkovec, 
Všechno je to na zahradě [It’s All In the Garden] (2013) and in the 
selection of rhymes and poems by Josef Václav Sládek, Od žežulky 
k Mikuláši [From the Cuckoo to St. Nicholas] (2016).
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TOY BOX

MOJE KNIHA VINNETOU 
[MY BOOK WINNETOU]

Illustrated by the author
Prague, Labyrint 2015
208 unnumbered pages
Age: 14+

The current masterpiece by the artist Toy Box will touch the heart 
of every reader. It leaves us wondering: does this graphic novel 
talk about our loved ones who are just as real as fictional charac-
ters, which we are unable to let go of even after their death? This 
autobiographical comic book brings us stories about the author’s 
friends — the squatter Semtexdesign, who lived mainly in the 
Dutch commune ABM and died of cancer, and Martin, who contin-
ues to keep Karl May’s brave Apache Winnetou alive in his roman-
tic dreams, despite all the doggery Winnetou is subjected to by the 
white man. This book brings us not only an expressively illustrated 
view of the life of anarchist communes abroad but also describes 
the battle for the Milada squat in the Prague quarter Holešovičky. 
And suddenly we are released from the ever-present stealthy sad-
ness because as long as we pay attention to them, our heroes will 
continue to live in our hearts — thanks to the cleansing childlike 
vision which we all, one way or another, nurture in our souls.
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Toy Box
Thoroughly hidden behind her pseudonym, studied scenogra-
phy at DAMU and also graduated in media communication stud-
ies from the Josef Škvorecký Literary Academy (with a graduate 
project entitled Robot Dream). Her work appears in the maga-
zines A2, Nový Prostor, Respekt, Aargh!, Zkrat, Raketa; she is also 
involved in organising workshops. She contributed to the book 
Ještě jsme ve válce [Still At War] and to the comic-book anthol-
ogy Generace Nula [Generation Zero]. For her original comic 
book Moje kniha Vinnetou [My Book Winnetou] she received the 
Muriel prize for the best comic book and the best drawing, as 
well as the 2016 Golden Ribbon in the respective categories.
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DAGMAR URBÁNKOVÁ

MAŠKARY 
[MASQUERADES]

Illustrated by the author
Prague, Baobab 2016
28 cardboard pages divided into thirds
Age: 4+

After the success of Cirkus ulice [Street Circus], Dagmar Urbán-
ková chose the same path for her next book, which comes in the 
shape of an accordion fold with a cardboard cover and a ring bind, 
and which invites all the toys to join in dressing up. Her figural cre-
ations are enhanced by a simple, yet effective linguistic dimension. 
Each of the three fold-up strips contains a part of a simple sen-
tence, which can be randomly swapped, as can be the head, body 
and legs of the resulting comical figure. The cover informs us it 
is thus possible to achieve 3‚276 combinations — and we cannot 
but admire how effortlessly these new combinations link up with 
the humorous text. This time the diversity of characters does 
not stem from human mummery alone but are joined by animals 
and popular literary and book characters (Fantomas, Pippi Long-
stocking, Marge Simpson, Harry Potter and more.) The back of 
the cardboard cover invites pre-schoolers to be creative: the most 
important message to be passed on.
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Dagmar Urbánková (1972)
Studied scenography at Prague DAMU. She worked on artistic 
designs for the Minor children’s theatre, she writes poetry and 
prose, writes and performs theatre plays and illustrates books. 
She has devoted several original books to the youngest readers: 
Byl jeden dům [Once Upon a House] (2004, 2016), Adam a koleno 
[Adam and the Knee] (2007), Chlebová Lhota [Chronicles of 
Breadburg] (2010) and an accordion fold book, Cirkus ulice [Street 
Circus] (2012). Her art reflects her spontaneous playfulness, 
which leads her to use natural objects as well as food materials.
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MARTIN VOPĚNKA

NOVÁ PLANETA — PRASTARÝ PŘÍBĚH Z DALEKÉ 
BUDOUCNOSTI [NEW PLANET — ANCIENT STORY  
FROM A DISTANT FUTURE]

Without illustrations
Prague Mladá fronta 2015
624 pages
Age: 12+

Its subject matter places this extensive novel in the genre of 
“young adult” literature, somewhere between dystopia and fan-
tasy. At first we find ourselves on a New planet, the school and 
family order of which we perceive through the eyes of twelve-
year-old Daniel, who lacks a chance to mature on this technolog-
ically depersonalised planet. His stepbrothers send him through 
channels reserved for the deceased “on a trip” to the Old planet, 
from which he has no way of returning home and where every-
body competes for survival in harsh conditions similar to those 
faced by societies in the early Middle Ages. Daniel makes his mark 
here as a constructor of unusual modern contraptions, which can 
be perceived as the author’s tribute to the knowledge accumu-
lated during the previous era of this planet. The story provides us 
with generous helpings of various visions of future developments, 
their successes and pitfalls. Its resolution nears an analogy with 
the story of Joseph and his brothers from the biblical family of 
the forefather Jacob, resulting in a mixture of savage scenes and 
children’s grasp of reality.
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Martin Vopěnka (1963)
Studied at the nuclear and technical physics department of ČVUT. 
A writer and traveller, in 1990 he established the publishing house 
Práh. His novel Pátý rozměr [The Fifth Dimension] (2009) not only 
offers a dramatic story but also introduces an alternative phil-
osophical view of the universe. In his book entitled Nebarevné 
vzpomínky [Colourless Memories] (2013) Vopěnka captures the 
atmosphere of the sixties influenced by an autobiographical 
reflection. For very young readers he created the encyclopaedia 
Poznávám svět [Seeing the World] (2002 and 2011). In 2011–2013 
Vopěnka published a dystopic trilogy about a “sleeping town” 
(Spící město [Sleeping Town], Spící spravedlnost [Sleeping Justice], 
Spící tajemství [Sleeping Secret]), which was also published in Slo-
vakia. His novel Nová planeta [New Planet] was awarded a Golden 
Ribbon in the category of fiction for young people.
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JIŘÍ ŽÁČEK

EZOPOVY BAJKY 
[AESOP’S FABLES]

Illustrated by Adolf Born
Prague, Slovart 2015
96 pages
Age: 7+

One of the last volumes produced by Jiří Žáček and Adolf Born, 
co-authors of forty years, returns to the legacy of the ancient 
Little Asia fabulist. Aesop’s miniatures, which were at first suc-
cessfully spread only by spoken word, have been translated and 
re-told many times. They exist in so many versions that it is rarely 
noted that they most likely go back as far as the early sixth cen-
tury B. C. Each generation gets to know them from a very early 
age and the prickles of pontification are often blunted by those 
who adapt them and serve them along with humorous sayings 
(Golden Egg or Those who want more end up with nothing). Con-
flicts, arguments and tricks from the world of animals, people and 
ancient gods lead the reader beyond a smile, to contemplation, 
and are accompanied by epic illustrations sensitive to comedy, 
which were so characteristic of Born’s bipeds and quadrupeds.
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Jiří Žáček (1945)
Graduated from the civil engineering department of ČVUT and 
until 1991 worked as a publishing editor. His very first poetry 
books for children, Aprílová škola [April Fool School] (1978), Ahoj, 
moře [Sea Ahoy] (1980), Kolik má Praha věží [How Many Towers 
Does Prague Have?] (1984) and Pro slepičí kvoč [That’s Why!] 
(1986) proved highly popular with readers. Author of the popu-
lar Slabikář [Primer] (with Helena Zmatlíková’s illustrations) and 
screenplay for the Krysáci [The Rat Pack] TV series (2010), Žáček 
adapted classical folklore from all parts of the world in volumes 
entitled Hrůzostrašné pohádky pro malé strašpytlíky [Terrifying 
Fairy Tales for Little Scaredy-Cats] (2011), Čarodějné pohádky pro 
malé kouzelníky [Magic Fairy Tales for Little Wizards] (2013) and 
Chytré pohádky pro malé rozumbrady [Clever Fairy Tales for Little 
Smarty Pants] (2014; all illustrated by A. Born).

Adolf Born (1930–2016)
Painter, graphic artist and illustrator, studied at VŠUP and 
AVU. His illustrations have appeared in four hundred titles of var-
ious genres for all age categories. In the field of creativity for chil-
dren he became well known for his illustrations in the TV series 
by Miloš Macourek, Mach a Šebestová (1977, in book form in 
1982). His co-operation with Jiří Žáček dates back to the poet’s 
debut, Aprílová Škola [April Fool School]. His creations have been 
exhibited at dozens of independent and collective exhibitions 
around the world and honoured with numerous awards (Golden 
Ribbon, Most Beautiful Book of the Year, BIB Golden Apple, etc.).
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Books for Older Children and Young People Category
Jiří Stach for his illustrations in the book Plop! Zdařilé verše 
a prózy [Plop! The Lebott’s Korc Unscrooed, He Upguzzeled Liqueur] 
(Meander) — featured in the 2014/2015 catalogue

Non-fiction Literature for Children  
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Květoslav Hísek
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Robin Král for the book Vynálezárium [House of Inventions] 
(Běžíliška) — featured in the 2014/2015 catalogue

Other nominees
Olga Černá for the book Klárka a 11 babiček [Katie and  
11 Grannies] (Baobab) — featured in the 2014/2015 catalogue
Renáta Fučíková for the book Praha v srdci [Prague in the 
Heart] (Práh)
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